
CompetitionCompetition

Hujjat-e-Haq (Debating)Hujjat-e-Haq (Debating)
Theme : Socio-Political contextualization of Religion andTheme : Socio-Political contextualization of Religion and   

PalestinePalestine



Hujjat-e-Haq Hujjat-e-Haq 

Day 1: Individual SpeechesDay 1: Individual Speeches

The first day of the event is dedicated to individual speeches,The first day of the event is dedicated to individual speeches,

where each participant is given a speaking time of a minimumwhere each participant is given a speaking time of a minimum

of 2 minutes and maximum 3 minutes. If a participantof 2 minutes and maximum 3 minutes. If a participant

continues speaking for an additional 30 seconds after the 3-continues speaking for an additional 30 seconds after the 3-

minute mark, regrettably, they will be disqualifiedminute mark, regrettably, they will be disqualified

Judging Criteria will be based on content relevance, delivery,Judging Criteria will be based on content relevance, delivery,

originality and persuasiveness.originality and persuasiveness.

Topics For Speech:Topics For Speech:

1)Religion and Governance, 2) Religion and Social Justice,1)Religion and Governance, 2) Religion and Social Justice,     

3)Religion in Conflict and Peacebuilding, 4)Religious3)Religion in Conflict and Peacebuilding, 4)Religious

Freedom and Rights, 5)Emerging Trends and Challenges,Freedom and Rights, 5)Emerging Trends and Challenges,

6)Religion and Environmental Ethics.6)Religion and Environmental Ethics.

Theme : Socio-Political contextualization of ReligionTheme : Socio-Political contextualization of Religion   



    Day 2 : British Parliamentary Style DebatingDay 2 : British Parliamentary Style Debating

Each team will consist ofEach team will consist of     TWOTWO  members.members.

Debate contest will contain each team comprising two participants.Debate contest will contain each team comprising two participants.

The debate involves four teams of two speakers each, two in favorThe debate involves four teams of two speakers each, two in favor

(Government) and two against (Opposition) the motion.(Government) and two against (Opposition) the motion.   

Each speaker has 3 minutes to present.Each speaker has 3 minutes to present.

Judges evaluate speeches on content, delivery, and overall impact.Judges evaluate speeches on content, delivery, and overall impact.

      Debate Motions:Debate Motions:   

This house believes that it is in the best interest of PalestinianThis house believes that it is in the best interest of Palestinian

people to accept a two state solution offered by the UN.people to accept a two state solution offered by the UN.   
11..

This house believes that religious narratives are the primaryThis house believes that religious narratives are the primary

obstacle to peace between the Israelis and Palestinians.obstacle to peace between the Israelis and Palestinians.
22..

                Both Speeches/Debates Will be in both languages (Eng/Urdu)Both Speeches/Debates Will be in both languages (Eng/Urdu)

Theme :Theme :     PalestinePalestine

Hujjat-e-Haq Hujjat-e-Haq 


